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Coffee (n.)Coffee (n.)
Italian

caffe, ex. Caffe Americano.

Arabic

Qahwah meaning wine.

Ethiopian

Kaffa a city where the coffee plant is 

thought to have originated from.



Coffee's Mysterious Origins
Kaldi the Ethiopian Goat Herder



Coffee's Mysterious Origins
Mahomet the man who consumed a hot black liquid 

given to him by the angel Gabriel.

Coffee most likely originated from Ethiopia and 

not the Arabian Peninsula.



Coffee in the Arabian Peninsula
Although coffee is not native to Arabia coffee drinking 

first became popular in the 1500s in Yemen with the Sufis.

MOCHA was the first major seaport where coffee was exported.

Saudi Arabia Oman

Djibouti



Coffee in the Arabian Peninsula

Sadly, Yemen today, is not 

known for it's coffee and is 

too war torn, that most coffee 

exporters, don't even bother 

trying to get coffee from 

there.

However, in the last year or so 

there has been a renaissance 

of coffee from Yemen, thanks 

to individuals like Mokhtar 

Alkhanshali.



The Eventual Spread of Coffee

Coffee Export out of 

Africa/Arabia did not 

take off until the 1600s.

 

At that point the beans 

were sterilized in 

boiling water so they 

could not be grown 

anywhere else.



How did coffee get to Europe?
There are many legends about how coffee first arrived 

in Europe. One recounts the tale of an Indian Smuggler 

who had coffee beans strapped to his stomach.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whatever the case may be, coffee was a luxury commodity 

in Europe that was heavily controlled by the Arabians.



Coffee in Europe
The Dutch were large suppliers of coffee in Europe. They 

had colonies in the East Indies, Java, Sumatra, Bali, 

etc. where coffee was grown. Dutch East India Company



Coffee in Europe
Coffee houses in Europe were centers of intellectual

conversation. Sir Isaac Newton, Beethoven and Bach were 

inspired while sitting in a coffee shop.

Café Procope, the oldest known coffee house, of Paris 

opened in 1686 and is still open today, is said to be the 

birthplace of the Encyclopedia.



Coffee in South America
The Spaniards and the Portuguese introduced coffee to 

South America during the Inquisition (starting ~1478)

Coffee originated in Africa,

but South America is now

the largest producer.

Cacao originated in South

America, but Africa is now

the largest producer.



Coffee in North America
Coffee came to the US with the European Colonists. 

However, it did not really take off until after the Boston 

Tea Party. It was then considered unpatriotic to drink 

tea, so many people switched to drinking coffee instead.



The Coffee Plant



From Fruit to Green Bean
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Guatemala &

Colombia



Guatemala &

Colombia

Brazil

Now you can 
see the overlap 

of coffee 
plantations
and songbird 

wintering 
grounds!



We know we'd all enjoy a good cup coffee 
on our back porch in the morning with our 

binoculars, looking for migrating birds.
 

But how can these two activities co-exist?
 

Bird Friendly Coffee!


